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May 21, 2020 SLHS Graduation Specifics 

 
We are overjoyed to see the numerous positive responses to the 2020 Graduation Week 

plans presented last week!! This positive outpouring continues to reflect how great our Show 
Low community is -- that we continue to be grateful during difficult times. This letter serves to 
provide each graduate and their families with some more specific and/or adjusted details to the 
festivities of graduation week. We’re excited -- it’s almost graduation time!!! 
 
Graduation Motorcade 

● Graduates meet at the old Kmart parking lot from 4:30-5:00pm.  
● Only one vehicle per graduate -- MUST fit into a parking space: no trailers, no 

commercial sized vehicles, etc.  
○ Graduates should be dressed in cap/gown.  
○ Vehicles should be loaded with SL Cougar decorations. 
○ SLPD will be present, so please follow driving and passenger laws -- and 

remember that SLHS is a drug/tobacco/alcohol/weapon free campus. 
● At 5:00 pm sharp, an officer will lead the graduate vehicles out of the parking lot heading 

West onto the Deuce of Clubs, then North onto Clark Rd (260), then East onto Old 
Linden Rd until arrival into the SLHS student parking lot. 

 
Vehicle Check-In 

● Due to time restraints, we ask that each family follows these procedures and encourages 
other friends and family to avoid the parking lots altogether on this important evening.  

● Vehicles will be checked-in single file on the parking lot entrance between the district 
office and auditorium.  

● Vehicles with a Guest Ticket MUST hand this ticket at the check-in and then park in the 
spaces near the auditorium but on the south end of the bus pickup fence separating the 
two parking lots. 

○ Guest Tickets are limited to only 125 -- only one per graduate will be assigned on 
a first come first serve basis. They must be picked up on Monday, May 18th at the 
senior breakfast from 8:00am - 9:00am.  

● Each graduate will be handed a name card and pencil upon entrance.  
○ Once you park, you must fill this out accurately with your full name, pronounced 

name, current mailing address, and other contact information. They WILL NOT 
pronounce any silly or inaccurate names listed, so please provide a truthful and 
professional name pronunciation on the card.  

● Vehicles containing a graduate will be directed through to the student parking lot where 
they each will be directed into specific spaces. 



○ Graduates MUST park in the space where they are directed! Safety and order is a 
top priority, and compliance from our amazing graduating seniors is paramount!  

○ Parking will be organized chronologically as cars arrive into the parking lot, and I 
promise -- there is NO STRATEGY for “good spots” if you’re first in line or not! 

○ The only true strategy is to arrange yourself next to your friend’s vehicles in the 
motorcade line -- as this will be the first non-alphabetical graduation opportunity.  

● Vehicles without a graduate or a guest pass will be directed to turn away before the 
auditorium and the rest of campus will be closed for access, so please encourage 
family/friends to enjoy the services from home via radio or video broadcast.  

 
Commencement Ceremonies 

● The entire ceremony will be broadcast live via radio and video through the following 
outlets: 98.5 KRFM and Facebook Live via facebook.com/SLHScougars (the link will 
also be posted to the SLHS and SLUSD webpages).  

● There will be no outside audio, and visibility will be limited due to the large parking lot 
and potential vehicles blocking each other’s view -- so graduates are highly encouraged 
to drive vehicles with radio capabilities and to bring devices with mobile data/wifi access.  

○ We will be installing temporary internet boosters into the parking lot for this 
event, but we ask that each vehicle help by limiting it to two devices. 

○ Use the wifi network named “Graduation” and password “SLHS2020”.  
● After the Senior Class President and Student Body President speeches we will begin the 

announcement of the top 10% and conduct the Hatch Toyota TWO car giveaway!  
● The ceremony itself will be fairly consistent with previous graduations -- including the 

opportunity for each graduate to walk across the stage.  
○ Graduates will be personally directed by a SLHS staff member to exit their 

vehicle and line up on the taped spaces next to the stage. BRING YOUR NAME 
CARD WITH YOU TO THE STAGE.  

○ **Graduates may bring one or two friends/family with them if they choose. 
Please remain together as you queue up, and the friends/family will walk in front 
of the stage as the graduate walks across so they can take photos/videos.  

○ Graduates will grab their own diploma sleeve (filled with a special gift from Grad 
Night!), walk across and off the stage, take a professional photo with the admin, 
and then return with your friends/family directly back to your vehicle.  

● Professional photos will be taken of each graduate just to the side of the stage by Chris 
Paxman. These photos will be available for FREE DOWNLOAD at: 
paxmanphotography.com  

● Once each graduate has walked across the stage and returned to their vehicle, Mr. 
Marchant will ask all graduates to step in front of their vehicles to toss their cap and 
celebrate being an official graduate of SLHS!  

● Shortly after, we will ring one final bell from the school to release the graduates and 
their families.  

Note: we respectfully ask that all guests maintain social distancing guidelines.  
 

We will all miss this senior class of 2020, but are excited to see the great things they each 
go off and do in the world -- and hopefully bring their talents back to the Show Low community 
soon after. This will no doubt be a final semester to remember!  
 
Ben Marchant -- SLHS Principal  


